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ABSTRACT 
This paper presents the results of the research made on adoption of Augmented Video Framework 
(AVF) to support effective road-surveying in the Web environment. The AVF augments road-
condition state videos with non-perceptible data acquired by measuring devices (gyroscope, GPS 
receivers etc.). The videos and the data are provided by ROad Measurement and Data Acquisition 
System (ROMDAS). Current AVF implementation was created for offline viewing and was intended 
for internal use. The advantages of the AVF approach encouraged road engineers to request extension 
of the AVF to support road-surveying and management in the Web environment. Road-condition state 
augmented videos are now intended to be used for Web consulting purposes. Extending the AVF for 
Web consulting is not an easy task. In the Web environment various restrictions and challenges exist 
(e.g. video streaming, security, client-server responsibilities) that have to be taken into account when 
extending the AVF. Various factors and possible solutions have been discussed. Finally, necessary 
extensions and modifications of the AVF were presented. 
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1. Introduction 
Two years ago we were kindly asked by the 
public institution Road Center of Vojvodina 
(Centar za puteve Vojvodine, CPV) to make 
the planning and maintenance of the road 
network maintained by CPV a more 
comfortable task. The road network consists of 
approximately 17.000 km of roads. 

CPV is using ROad Measurement and Data 
Acquisition System (ROMDAS) [1] for road 
inspection and maintenance. The ROMDAS 
system consists of several measuring devices 
(gyroscope, GPS receivers etc.), a video 
camera mounted on a vehicle, and software to 
process the collected discrete data. The video 
camera captures video into AVI [2] format. 
The measuring devices capture the discrete 
data about the physical characteristics of the 
road-condition state such as: road roughness, 
transverse profile and rut depths, traffic density 
etc. After the completed survey run, the 
measured data are processed and analyzed. 

Videos are stored separately from the 
corresponding data. Thus, road engineers have 

to search the videos manually in order to find 
details of interest provided by data analysis. 
Road engineers wanted to be able to modify 
the way the augmented data is presented in 
order to customize the presentation to their 
needs. Also, they wanted to be able to easily 
transfer their field-work to home and vice 
versa. Thus, we concluded that the augmented 
video should be a self-contained entity 
allowing the full data search according to data 
properties. 

ROMDAS road-condition state videos were 
augmented with non-perceptible discrete data 
acquired by ROMDAS measuring devices. The 
augmented data were encapsulated in an 
object-oriented manner and integrated into the 
AVI file while maintaining compatibility [3]. 

The Augmented Video stream Framework 
(AVF) enables creation, search and playback 
of augmented AVI files for effective road 
surveying and maintenance [4]. 

The AVF architecture (Fig. 1) is based on three 
components: Serialization Management, 
Presentation and Search. 



The Serialization Management is dedicated to: 
data management, access rights management, 
encryption and compression of augmented 
data. All of its functionality is realized as plug-
in components enabling usage of arbitrary 
algorithms that are most suitable for concrete 
situation. 

The Presentation component provides 
synchronized playback of augmented video 
using a commercial multimedia presentation 
framework (MPF). Similar to the Serialization 
Management component, it supports use of 
arbitrary MPF which are implemented as plug-
ins. The consumers can turn off the augmented 
data presentation entirely or partially by 
specifying which classes and their attributes 
they would like to get presented. Also, they 
can change position, size and zoom concerning 
the augmented data presentations. Fig. 2 shows 
some examples of customization of augmented 
data presentations. 

The Search component provides the ability to 
search augmented data which are structured in 

an object-oriented manner. The Search 
component does not advocate any particular 
search algorithm.  

The data structures used for augmented data 
encapsulation and the AVF type system were 
presented in [3]. Modularity and extensibility 
of the AVF makes it applicable on a wide 
range of information systems. 

Current AVF implementation uses Microsoft 
DirectShow [5] for synchronized playback of 
augmented videos. Microsoft DirectShow was 
chosen because it achieves the best 
performance on Windows (target) platform [6]. 

Currently, AVI is used as implementation 
MCF. The AVI format was chosen since 
ROMDAS provided videos in this format and 
it was adequate for internal use. A simple 
augmented video player was created for 
playback and search of augmented videos. 

Current implementation was intended for 
internal use, thus it was optimized for offline 

 a) no augmented data are presented      b) partial augmented data presentation:           c) full augmented data presentation  
                                                                     GPS coordinates not presented,                      without customizations 
                                                                     data presentations rearranged and resized 
 

Fig. 2. Examples of customization of augmented data presentation 

 

Fig. 1. The AVF architecture 
 



viewing and manipulation. The advantages of 
the AVF approach stimulated the CPV to 
request extension of the AVF to support road-
surveying and management in the Web 
environment. Road-condition state augmented 
videos are now intended to be used for Web 
consulting purposes. Road-condition state 
augmented videos can be used for consulting 
purposes of wide audience: from ordinary 
users and professional drivers interested in 
road-condition state, traffic density and 
possible traffic jams in order to plan their 
safest route, to road engineers to whom this 
approach gives more mobility and freedom in 
their work. 

This paper presents the research that was 
conducted in order to extend the AVF to 
support road-surveying Web consulting. 

2. WEB environment chalenges 
Web environment poses various restrictions 
and demands various modifications on current 
AVF implementation. One must take into 
consideration various factors such as: video 
streaming, client-server responsibility, video 
compression, security, client consumption 
properties etc.. 

2.1 Augmented video streaming 
The Web environment forces streaming on 
MCF, used for augmented video. A suitable 
MCF has to support streaming video playback 
over networks and interleaving of the 
augmented data with corresponding video and 
audio streams. 

The AVI MCF was originally not intended for 
streaming. AVI was developed for playback of 
audio and video from hard disks and CD-
ROMs on personal computers. It is adequate 
for downloading a video file from a remote site 
on the Internet for subsequent playback from 
the computer's hard drive. It is not well suited 
for real-time or streaming video playback over 
networks, because there is no mechanism to 
resynchronize audio and video streams [7]. 

A modification of AVI that supports streaming 
was presented in [7]. Unfortunately, both the 
original [2] and the AVI with streaming 
support [7] do not support interleaving of 
augmented data while maintaining 
compatibility. Thus, the augmented data have 
to be inserted at the end of the file [4]. 

Therefore, another MCF has to be chosen in 
order to support augmented video streaming in 
the Web environment. 

A comprehensive study of commercial MCFs 
was conducted in order to find suitable MCF 
for augmented data encapsulation while 
maintaining compatibility. Following MCFs 
were examined: AVI, Matroska [8], 
QuickTime file format [9], Ogg file format 
[10], ASF [11], MP4 [12], RealMedia file 
format [13] and DivX media format [14]. 
MCFs were compared according to: supported 
platforms and codecs (COder/DECoder), 
suitability for augmented data encapsulation, 
interleaving and streaming capability. The 
support of arbitrary codec enables the use of 
the most suitable codec for the concrete 
situation. RealMedia and DivX MCF support 
only the use of their proprietary codecs. All the 
other MCFs support arbitrary codecs. The 
platform support includes ability to create and 
playback of MCF. Only AVI, Ogg and 
RealMedia have full support on all major 
platforms. This study showed that all of 
examined MCFs have similar features and 
almost all of them are suitable for augmented 
data encapsulation and storage. Support for 
augmented data encapsulation could not be 
determined for MP4, DivX, and RealMedia 
since full specifications were not publically 
available. All of the examined MCFs except 
AVI support streaming and interleaving of the 
augmented data. Table 1 shows comparison of 
examined MCFs [4]. 

According to this study we have chosen 
Apple’s QuickTime file format. It was chosen 
because it supports streaming and interleaving 
of the augmented data, and the use of arbitrary 
codecs. It is supported on two major platforms 
and suitable for editing, as it is capable of 
importing and editing in place [9]. This 
provides means for easy modification of the 
augmented data without the need for data 
copying. Architecture of QuickTime file 
format is highly suitable for the discrete 
augmented data encapsulation, and provides 
support for interactive playback of augmented 
videos. Also, QuickTime file format is MPEG-
4 compatible which provides interoperability 
with other MPEG-4 based systems. 



 
2.2. Multimedia presentation frame-
work’s platform independence 
The platform independence of MPF is 
desirable in the Web environment. Thus, the 
AVF presentation component should be 
platform independent or at least supported on 
several platforms. The disadvantage of this 
approach is that achievable performance is 
lower compared to MPFs that are created for 
one specific platform [6]. Current AVF 
implementation uses Microsoft DirectShow 
which is supported only on Windows platform, 
thus another MPF has to be chosen. 

Alternatively, presentation component could 
be implemented for every supported platform. 
This approach achieves the highest 
performance because the best MPF for every 
platform is used. It requires only a slight 
modification of the current presentation 
component on Windows platform, but for 
every other platform it has to be implemented 
from scratch. 

 Several commercial multiplatform MPFs 
exist. Popular ones are: Sun’s Java Multimedia 
Framework (JMF) [15], Apple’s QuickTime 
[9], and GStreamer [16]. All of them possess 
similar features and architecture, and are 
extensible. They differ by their performance, 

supported MCFs and platforms. JMF is a MPF 
based on Java programming language. It 
supports playback of only a few MCFs. JMF is 
the only MPF supported on all major platforms 
(Windows, Linux/Unix and Macintosh). Sadly, 
JMF achieves the lowest performance, because 
it is dependant both on the underlying 
operating system and the Java Virtual 
Machine. GStreamer is an open source MPF 
designed for Linux/Unix platform. It was 
ported to other major platforms. Although 
GStreamer is fast and lean it is not stable API 
and supports only a few MCFs. QuickTime 
framework is supported on Macintosh and 
Windows platform and offers the best 
performance on Macintosh and the second best 
performance on Windows platform according 
to [6]. Also, only QuickTime MPF enables 
playback of all commercial MCFs. Table 2 
shows comparison of presented MPFs.  

Few factors have to be taken into account 
when choosing an MPF: platform 
independence, variety of supported MCFs, 
documentation and support, and performance. 
QuickTime MPF was chosen because it is 
multiplatform with the second best achievable 
performance, supports playback of chosen 
MCF and has excellent documentation and 
support.  

 

Table 2. Comparison of MPFs 
 

MPF Supported MCF Supported platform Performance Doc. and support 
QuickTime All Windows, Macintosh High Excellent 

Java Multimedia 
Framework 

AVI, RealMedia, 
QuickTime 

Windows, Linux, Macintosh Low Good 

GStreamer AVI, Ogg,  
Matroska 

Linux, Windows1, Macintosh1 High Sufficient 

1GStreamer was ported to Windows and Macintosh platforms 

 
Table 1. Comparison of MCFs 

 
MCF Supported codecs Supported platform Streaming 

and 
interleaving 

Suitable for aug. data 

AVI All Windows, Linux, Macintosh No1 Yes 
Matroska All Windows, Linux Yes Yes 

QuickTime file format All Windows, Macintosh Yes Yes 
Ogg file format All2 Windows, Linux, Macintosh Yes No 

ASF All Windows, Macintosh Yes Yes 
MP4 All3 Windows, Macintosh Yes ?4 

Real Media format RealVideo and 
RealAudio 

Windows, Linux, Macintosh Yes ?4 

DivX media format DivX codec ver. 6.x Windows, Linux5, Macintosh5 Yes ?4 
   1Implementations with streaming support exist [7] 

  2Codecs defined by Xiph.org are preferable 

  3Codecs defined by MPEG-4 standard are preferable 

  4It can not be determined because the specification is not publically available 
  5On Linux and Macintosh only playback is supported 



2.3. Client-server responsibilities 
Depending on the nature and changeability of 
the augmented data, two strategies for 
augmented video storage are common: store- 
oriented and retrieval-oriented (Fig. 3). 
ANNODEX platform implements both 
strategies [17]. 

Store-oriented strategy (Fig. 3a) creates and 
plays augmented video on user request. When 
a client requests augmented video from server, 
the chosen video is augmented with the 
corresponding data and is then sent to the 
client. This strategy is suitable in situations 
where data frequently change. It requires 
substantial processing power on the server side 
to create the augmented video within an 
acceptable time interval. A large number of 
user requests is very demanding for following 
components of the media server: content 
directory, memory manager and the file 
system, and significantly degrades server’s 
overall performance.  

In contrast, in retrieval-oriented strategy (Fig. 
3b) augmented video is created offline and 
inserted into the database. On user request the 
chosen augmented video is sent to the client. 
This strategy is suitable for applications where 
data are rarely changed and therefore the 
augmentation can be performed offline. Here, 
required processing power and retrieval time 
are significantly reduced compared to store-
oriented strategy. High compression ratio is 
achievable because the augmentation is 
performed offline. In store-oriented strategy 
compression has to be performed within an 
acceptable time interval and thus high 
compression ratio can not be achieved. Thus, 
retrieval-oriented strategy should potentially 
create smaller augmented video files to be 
transferred over the network. 

Retrieval-oriented strategy was chosen because 
the ROMDAS data are unchangeable; they are 
acquired at the time of video capture. It 

provides a more effective and responsive 
system since the client’s request is served 
directly from the database.  

In current AVF implementation (stand-alone 
system) consumers can turn off the augmented 
data presentation entirely or partially by 
specifying which classes and their attributes 
they would like to get presented – users can 
filter augmented data presentations. Also, they 
can customize the augmented data presentation 
to suit their needs by changing position, size, 
and zoom of the augmented data presentations 
during the playback. Customizaiton of 
augmented data presentation during the 
playback is hardly achievable in the Web 
environment, because of the many user 
requests that have to be realized in acceptable 
time interval. Therefore, we decided not to 
support live customization of the augmented 
data presentations. 

2.4 Augmented data security and user 
authorization 
For security reasons, it has been required to 
restrict access to augmented data while 
maintaining compatibility. Security and user 
authorization in current AVF implementation 
are based on augmented data encryption. A 
user who wants to access the augmented data 
has to provide adequate key in order to decrypt 
the augmented data. Authorized users can 
watch, search and change the way the 
augmented data are presented during the video 
playback. On the other hand, unauthorized 
users can watch the video only. 

Our previous solution based authorization on 
encryption, but in the Web environment this 
could be easily transferred into server’s 
jurisdiction. Since client-server architecture is 
used, users can authorize themselves at the 
server and the augmented data encryption can 
be seen as another security measure. Users can 
be classified as follows by their access rights 
to the augmented data: 

 

   
 
 a) Store-oriented strategy                                                                     b) Retrieval-oriented strategy 

 
Fig. 3. Augmented video client-server strategies 



• Unauthorized users – who can watch only 
the video without ability to watch the 
augmented data. 

• Authorized users with limited rights – who 
can watch augmented data and customize 
augmented data presentations during the 
playback. 

• Advanced users - who have all the rights of 
restricted users and the ability to issue 
interval queries for the augmented data. 

Another form of user classification can be 
realized according to semantic rights (e.g. user 
can watch augmented videos of one particular 
region). 

User classification provides that all users can 
watch the video, and only the authorized ones 
can enjoy the benefits of augmented videos. 

2.5 Augmented video ontology 
Current implementation of AVF data structures 
was focusing on effective data encapsulation in 
an object-oriented manner [3]. The inclusion of 
ontologies would be interesting in the Web 
environment. Ontologies do not only describe 
the data, but also establish relationships 
between the data that would enhance search 
capabilities [18]. Ontology is one of the major 
means in achieving the vision of the Semantic 
Web [19] – the next generation of the Web, 
intended to significantly improve experience of 
web application users [20]. The use of 
ontologies would enable establishment of 
complex relationships between the video and 
the augmented data and even between similar 
videos (e.g. road-condition state videos where 
vertical signalization shows trend toward 
constant damage over the last five years). 
Ontologies allow definition of constraints in 
relations and events. Some simple forms of 
relations already exist in the current 
implementation (e.g. successor, predecessor, 
hasAttribute, isClass…). Unfortunately, 
current implementation lacks more complex 
relationships. 

Ontology can be defined as an explicit 
specification of conceptualization [20].  This 
means that ontology is a formal representation 
of a set of concepts within a domain and the 
relationships between those concepts. It is used 
to reason about the properties of that domain, 
and may be used to define the domain. 
Ontology usually consists of: individuals 
(instances), concepts (classes), attributes, 
relationships and events. Instances, classes, 
and attributes denote similar concepts in 
object-oriented programming. Typically, a 

relationship is an attribute whose value is 
another object in the ontology [21]. 

Ontologies can be classified as: domain and 
upper ontologies. A domain ontology (or 
domain-specific ontology) models a specific 
domain. It represents the particular meanings 
of terms in that domain (e.g. bug in computer 
domain has meaning of error, but in biology 
denotes a class of living organisms). Common 
issues in domain ontologies include 
incompatibility, very hard or even impossible 
extensibility and manual process of creation. 
Different ontologies in the same domain can 
also arise due to different perceptions of the 
domain based on cultural background, 
education, ideology, or because a different 
representation language was chosen [20]. An 
upper ontology (or foundation ontology) is a 
model of the common objects that are 
generally applicable across a wide range of 
domain ontologies. It contains a core glossary 
in which terms the domain objects can be 
described. Upper ontology can serve as base 
for building domain-specific ontologies. 
Ontology classification permits ontologies that 
belong in both classes (e.g. The Gellish 
ontology [21]). Variety of ontology languages 
was published. Most popular are: OWL [22] 
and Gellish [21]. 

Various video systems based on ontologies 
were published [23, 24]. These systems use 
ontologies to describe the video content. They 
are not suitable for description of augmented 
vides because they provide means only to 
describe the video. We plan to use ontology for 
description of both the video and the 
augmented data. Thus, a novel ontology 
(domain and upper) has to be designed. 

3. Conclusion 
In this paper we presented the results of the 
research made on adoption of Augmented 
Video Framework (AVF) to support effective 
road-surveying in the Web environment. 
Current AVF implementation was created for 
offline viewing and manipulation of 
augmented videos. The advantages of the AVF 
approach encouraged road engineers to request 
extension of the AVF to support road-
surveying and management in the Web 
environment. Road-condition state augmented 
videos are now intended to be used for Web 
consulting purposes. 

Extending the AVF for Web consulting is not 



an easy task. In the Web environment various 
restrictions and challenges exist that have to be 
taken into account when extending the AVF. 

The necessity for video streaming and platform 
independence caused the change in storage and 
presentation components. Currently, AVI 
multimedia container format (MCF) is used for 
augmented data encapsulation and storage, but 
it does not support streaming or interleaving of 
the augmented data. Therefore, another MCF 
was chosen based on our comprehensive study 
of MCFs. QuickTime file format was chosen 
because of following reasons: 
• support for streaming and interleaving of 

the augmented data, 
• support of arbitrary codecs, 
• a MPEG-4 compliant, 
• editing in place, 
• well documented and supported on two 

major platforms. 
Due the lack of platform independence, 
Microsoft DirectShow, the current multimedia 
presentation framework (MPF), had to be 
changed with QuickTime MPF. QuickTime 
MPF has shown as better than the other MPFs 
that we considered. Its advantages are: 
• the best possible performance on supported 

platforms, 
• chosen MCF supported, 
• well documented and supported. 

We have chosen retrieval-oriented strategy 
since the augmented data is unchangeable 
(they are acquired at the time of video 
capture). 

We had to restrict the interaction to filtering of 
the augmented data presentations in order to 
achieve effective interactivity with the 
augmented data presentations in the Web 
environment. 

Security was enhanced by the use of user 
authorization on server and encryption of the 
augmented data. Users were classified both by 
their access rights and semantic rights. 

Use of ontologies was intended for better 
description and more effective search of 
augmented videos. Existing video ontologies 
are not suitable since they only allow the 
description of the video. Therefore, it was 
decided to design a new ontology that would 
provide means to describe the video and the 
corresponding augmented data, as well as the 
relationships with other augmented videos. 

Our approach has several advantages: 

1. Augmented video is self-contained 
document, referenced by a single URL. 
This natural and permanent association 
prevents mismatch between the video and 
the corresponding data and maintains the 
binding even when streaming. 

2. Use of ontologies provides a formal 
system for description of both the video 
and the augmented data and complex 
relationships among them. 

3. Users can interact with the augmented data 
presentations and adapt them to their 
needs. Users can turn off the augmented 
data presentation entirely or partially by 
specifying which classes and their 
attributes they would like to get presented. 

This paper presented challenges and possible 
solutions in order to adapt the AVF for the 
road-surveying Web consulting. 
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